FLOOD 2019 IN MALAPPURAM DISTRICT

SL NO

1

DATE

23-08-2019

TALUK WISE FIELD STUDY IN AFFECTED AREAS
LIST OF INHABITANANTS TO BE SHIFTED PERMANANTLY - ERNAD TALUK
TEAM
LOCATION
REMARKS
VILLAGE
NO

4

*A crack having approximate length of 300m was
formed there in the last year and the length is
being increasing.
Chekkunnu
*Rock flow and pits were naturally formed last
Perakamanna hill,Chairangadu Tribal year. 5 quarries to be stopped.
colony area.
*Boulders having great potential to slide down at
any moment.
*Hence high risk of 32 families of down hill action
to be taken to move them to safer places

Kappakallu Cholara
Tribal colony

2

23-08-2019

4

Edavanna &
Perakamanna

3

23-08-2019

4

Vettilappara

Koorankallu colony

4

23-08-2019

4

Vettilappara

Alappara Tribal colony

5

6

23-08-2019

24-08-2019

4

4

Vettilappara

Vettilappara

7

26-08-2019

4

Vettilappara

8

26-08-2019

4

Vettilappara

Eenthumpali Tribal
colony

Odakayam

*The area is demarcated as high hazard zone.
*Debris flow happened in the last year in 3 parts of
the area.Badal school situated on the bottom of
the hill.because of area is not in safe zone.
* Shifting of 65 houses and school is needed.
*Threat of rock fall.
*Crack visible.
*Occurance of land slide last year.
*Shifting of 3 houses needed urgently.
*Visibility of crack.
*Dangerous during heavy rain fall.
*9 houses of ST people not fit for human living.
*Probability of rock fall and crack visible.
*GSI advised unfit area.
*Not fit for human living.
*2 SC,1 Genaral and 13 ST families to be
evacuated soon.
*As per CESS'S the area comes under moderate
hazard zone.
* There is a high chance for flow of debris.
*Construction of a new house in progress should
be blocked urgently.

*At kodampuzha colony land slide was occured in
2018.
Kallada-kodampuzha
* GSI identified high risk area.
colony
*There are 47 families in the colony to be shifted
permanantly.
Muppali

*There are 2 houses at muppali to be shifted
permanantly.

9

28-08-2019

5

Panthallur

Thannikkuzhy
kizhakkumparambu

*2 houses are fully damaged.
*Chances of earth fall during heavy rain.
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